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Abstract

We propose a generalised and configurable abstraction refinement
framework for provident and prescient refinements. Our procedure
therefore calculates the information gained from multiple paths to multiple error locations in a provident way. This means, it only calculates
the changes caused by the refinement but does not perform any changes
on the underlying abstraction, yet. The gained information, that is, the
precision update necessary to rule out a specific (possibly) infeasible
error path, can be used to come up with the best suiting refinement for
the current verification problem.
The provident refinement procedure is able to delay, estimate, combine, and rank the possible refinements based on the calculated information about their precisions. To achieve these goals, we developed an
extended, CEGAR-based, algorithm that allows us to implement our
provident refinement procedure.
Furthermore, we provide an empirical study on the performance
characteristics of our proposed technique using 250 kernel driver modules from the Linux 4.0-rc1 kernel and 14 safety properties modelling
the correct behaviour and correct API usage of those driver modules.
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Introduction
If your specifications are ambiguous,
the greater the ambiguity, the easier
the specifications are to satisfy (if
the specifications are absolutely
ambiguous, every program will satisfy
them!).
(Edsger W. Dijkstra [Dij74])

Every non-trivial piece of software contains bugs. Steve McConnell
states that the industry average lies between 15 and 50 errors per 1 000
lines of delivered code [McC04]. By using special development techniques it is possible to achieve rates between 0.1 and 3 defects per 1 000
lines of code [CM90]. Compared to the millions of lines of code, for
example, current operating systems consist of, it follows that there are
thousands to ten-thousand defects in such a piece of software.
1.1. Motivation
Therefore, techniques have been developed to reduce the number of
such errors or even mathematically prove that errors are absent. One
such well-established technique for formal verification is model checking [CES83; CES86]. By using an abstract model of the system one
avoids the complexity of the original system during the process. The
model is then checked against a formal specification that, for example,
models the correct behaviour of a software system. In case the specification does not hold, a counterexample that describes the violation, is
produced.
Real-world software is complex, thus it is almost infeasible to construct an exact model of the program. Hence, the usage of abstraction
techniques is a requirement when building the model. This makes the
abstract model small but has a major drawback: it is possible that the
abstract model is too coarse, that is, it does not contain enough information to prove the correctness of the program regarding the specification.
Because of this it is possible that the model checker yields a false verdict, that means, it detects a violation of the specification in the abstract
model, although this violation is not possible in the original system. In
order to keep the abstract model small without getting any false alarms,
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the abstraction needs to be refined to rule out the infeasible counterexample. A well-known and well-established technique to achieve this
is called Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) [CES83;
CES86].
In the CEGAR loop a found counterexample will be checked whether
it is real or spurious. A spurious counterexample means that the abstract
model is too coarse [CGJ+ 03]. Thus, a refinement of the abstract model is
needed to remove the found counterexample. For that, the information
from the found path will be used, for example, Craig interpolants for
predicate-based analyses.
Often there is more than one refinement possible as there is more than
one path through the program to an error location or even more than
one error location. The selection of a refinement to apply to the abstract
model, in order to remove a spurious counterexample, is crucial. The
quality of the information that is gained from the counterexample influences the quality of the analysis [BLW15c]. Many of today’s approaches
are based on lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02] and thus perform a refinement
each time an error location is found. This obviously limits the possible
range to select a refinement, as the order of found error locations is only
determined by the state-space exploration strategy, for example, depthfirst or breadth-first search on a control-flow graph. While refinement
strategies based on lazy abstraction work well in practice, this can be
limiting in case many properties are check checked at once, as it is the
case, for example, with multi-property verification [ABM+ 16].
Previous work already identified that there is often more than one
reason for the infeasibility of a spurious counterexample and proposed
heuristics to select the best-suiting refinement [BLW15b]. Nevertheless,
they only consider single paths to single error locations. Targeting this
problem is the main goal of our work. We want to incorporate the
information of all possible refinements. Although, we still rely on the
state-space exploration strategy, this allows us to consider more information for our selection, in order to decrease the number of necessary
refinements and gain performance.
Furthermore, previous work often bases their evaluation on artificial benchmark sets or benchmark sets that are specifically created to
exhibit the proposed behaviour of a new approach. Hence, to avoid
such artificial benchmarks, we use a case study from a real-world software project, namely the Linux kernel. We combine it with a set of
safety properties that model the correct usage of some of the kernel’s
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
1.2. Contributions
With our work, we provide the following contributions:
• We define a provident multi-path refinement framework, that is,
a framework that takes paths to more than one target state into
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account. It is able to use information about the target states and
the calculated refinement candidates to rank these refinements
and combine them in, order to apply the best-suiting refinement
for the given verification task.
• We implement our approach in a custom fork of the software
verification framework CPAchecker 1 . The framework is an open
source project and available under the terms of the Apache 2.0
license [BHT07; BHT08]. The code of the fork is available in a
(currently private) GitHub repository.
• We evaluate our multi-path refinement strategy and compare it
to a traditional single-path strategy in order to gain information
about the performance behaviour of a multi-path strategy. The
evaluation is done using a case study built of 250 Linux kernel
modules together with a set of 14 safety properties. The case study
was also used in prior work [ABM+ 16] and was created in collaboration with the Linux Driver Verification (LDV) project [KMP+ 09].
All data, as well as the case study, can be found on our supplementary
web page2 .
1.3. Structure of the Thesis
Before we introduce our novel refinement framework (Chapter 3), we
give an overview over the relevant background (Chapter 2) that is necessary to understand the concept we use later on. In order to show the
effects of our concept, we provide an extensive evaluation (Chapter 4).
We shall provide an overview over related work (Chapter 5) and conclude our presentation with an outlook on possible future research
directions (Chapter 6).

1
2

See https://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org for more information.
See https://research.lukasczyk.me/provident-refinement
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We present the relevant background for our work in this chapter. We explain the ideas of software model checking to the reader, give an insight
in the program representation we use, and introduce the CPAchecker
framework. Furthermore, we introduce CEGAR, precision adjustment,
and Craig interpolation. You might want to skip this chapter if you are
familiar with the presented concepts.
2.1. Software Model Checking
Software model checking is the algorithmic analysis of programs to prove
properties of the executions [JM09]. All information of this section is
taken from [JM09].
Model checking has its roots in logic and theorem proving. It is a
conceptual framework for the formalisation of verification problems
and provides algorithmic procedures for the analysis. Providing a
sound and complete algorithmic solution to the problem is generally
infeasible due to Turing’s undecidability theorem [Tur37]. Research
on verification starts with manual reasoning (see for example [Hoa69]).
Due to the increasing complexity of the verification problems automatic tools became necessary. In the beginning, those tools needed
human guidance, such as the provision of loop invariants or pre- and
post-conditions [Dij76]. Modern tools often combine several different techniques such as theorem proving, model checking, or dataflow
analyses.
Model checking tends to prove properties of program computations.
Such properties can, for example, be assertions, like a variable that is
guaranteed to have a certain value at a certain program location; the
property can also be a global invariant or a termination property. A
safety property can be expressed by the reachability of a certain program
location, the error location. By combining an input program 𝑃 and a
property 𝛱 a verification problem is built. The model checker returns
“safe” if every computation of 𝑃 is in 𝛱; otherwise it returns “unsafe”.
The path from the initial program location to the error location is
called counterexample or error path.
Jhala and Majumdar provide an extensive survey [JM09] on techniques and tools for software model checking.
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2.2. Program Representation
In this section we provide basic definitions taken from the literature [BDW18] on the representation of programs we use. We restrict our
presentation to a simple imperative programming languages that only
consists of assignments and assumptions, where all variables range
over integers1 .
We represent a program as a Control-Flow Automaton (CFA), which is a
directed graph with program operations attached to its edges. A set 𝐿 of
program locations, an initial location 𝑙INIT , which represents the program
entry point, a set 𝑂𝑝𝑠 of program operations, and a set 𝐺 ⊆ (𝐿×𝑂𝑝𝑠×𝐿) of
edges between program locations forms a CFA 𝐴 = (𝐿, 𝑙INIT , 𝐺). Each
edge is labelled with a program operation that is executed, when the
control flow walks along the edge. We denote the set of all program
variables by 𝑋; these are the variables that occur in operations of a CFA.
A concrete data state 𝑐 ∶ 𝑋 → ℤ is a mapping from program variables to
integers. A set of such concrete states is called region and represented
by first-order formulæ 𝜓 over variables from 𝑋 such that the set ⟦𝜓⟧ of
concrete data states that is represented by 𝜓 is defined as ⟦𝜓⟧ = {𝑐 ∶ 𝑐 ⊧
𝜓}. A pair (𝑐, 𝑙) ∶ (𝑋 → ℤ) × 𝐿 of a concrete data state and a location is
called concrete state.
Each operation 𝑜𝑝 ∈ 𝑂𝑝𝑠 can either be an assignment of the form 𝑥 ∶=
𝑒, consisting of a variable 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and a side-effect free arithmetic expression 𝑒 over variables from 𝑋, or an assume operation [𝑝], consisting of a predicate 𝑝 over variables from 𝑋. The strongest-postcondition
operator SP𝑜𝑝 (⋅) defines the semantics of an operation 𝑜𝑝. For a formula 𝜓 and an assignment 𝑥 ∶= 𝑒 the strongest-postcondition operator
is defined as SP𝑥∶=𝑒 (𝜓) = ∃𝑥 ̂ ∶ 𝜓[𝑥→𝑥]̂ ∧ (𝑥 = 𝑒[𝑥→𝑥]̂ ); for an assume
operation [𝑝] it is defined as SP[𝑝] (𝜓) = 𝜓 ∧ 𝑝. The existential quantifier
in the strongest-postcondition operator for assignments can be avoided
in the implementation by skolemization.
We call a sequence of consecutive edges from 𝐺 a path, denoted
by 𝜎 = ⟨(𝑙𝑖 , 𝑜𝑝𝑖 , 𝑙𝑗 ), (𝑙𝑗 , 𝑜𝑝𝑗 , 𝑙𝑘 ), … , (𝑙𝑚 , 𝑜𝑝𝑚 , 𝑙𝑛 )⟩. If a path starts in the
initial location 𝑙INIT , we call it program path. By the iterative application
of SP𝑜𝑝 (⋅) we define the semantics of a path for each operation of the
path: SP𝜎 (𝜓) = SP𝑜𝑝𝑚 (… (SP𝑜𝑝𝑖 (𝜓)) … ). If SP𝜎 (true) is satisfiable we
call a path 𝜎 feasible; otherwise it is called infeasible. We call a location 𝑙
reachable if there exists a feasible path from 𝑙INIT to 𝑙.
Listing 2.1 shows a small C program and Figure 2.1 a corresponding
CFA. The program contains a while-loop running a non-deterministic
number of iterations—given by the nondet() function. It contains a
reachable ERROR label, which indicates a specification violation.
1
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L1
20

INITIAL DUMMY EDGE

23 INIT GLOBAL VARS
20 int nondet();
21 int main();
22 Function start dummy edge
2 int x;
3 x = nondet();
4 int i;
5 i = nondet();
6 while

L7
10

1

extern int
↪
nondet(void);

[i �� 0] [!(i �� 0)]

2
3
4
5

int main(void) {
int x = nondet();
int i = nondet();

6
7
8

while (i) {
++x;

L8
9
x = x + 1;
L9
1

L10
8
[!((x % 2) �� 0)]

9
10
11
12
13

if (x % 2 == 0)
goto ERROR;
else
i = nondet();

[(x % 2) �� 0]
return 0;

L12
4

13 i = nondet();
15

Goto: ERROR

11

14
15
16
17
18
19

}
return 0;
ERROR:
return -1;
}

Listing 2.1. A simple example program in C

17 Label: ERROR
18 return -1;

L0
0

Figure 2.1. A CFA for the program in Listing 2.1 as generated by CPAchecker

2.3. CPAchecker
CPAchecker is a tool and framework for software verification, especially for C programs [BK11]. It is an open-source tool written in Java
and available under the terms of the Apache 2.0 license. More on the
framework and its documentation can be found on the project’s web
site2 .
2

See https://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org
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2.3.1. Configurable Program Analysis
The core concept of CPAchecker is based on Configurable Program Analysis (CPA) [BHT07] with dynamic precision adjustment [BHT08]. We
take the following definitions from the literature [ABM+ 16; BDW18].
A CPA with dynamic precision adjustment (note that this precisely is
called CPA+, but it is common to refer to CPA+ as CPA if the difference
is not important for the presentation) is of the form
𝔻 = (𝐷, 𝛱, ⇝, merge, stop, prec).
The abstract domain 𝐷 = (𝐶, ℰ, ⟦⋅⟧) defines the type of abstract representation of concrete states from 𝐶. It consists of the set of all concrete states 𝐶 of the program, a semi-lattice ℰ = (𝐸, ⊑, ⊔, ⊤), and a
concretisation function ⟦⋅⟧ that maps each abstract-domain element
to the represented set of concrete states. 𝐸 denotes the set of abstractdomain elements, this means, the abstract states; ⊑ denotes the lattice’s partial order. An abstract state 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 is called abstract error state
if it represents a concrete state at the error location 𝑙ERR , that is, if
∃𝑐 ∈ (𝑋 → ℤ) ∶ (𝑐, 𝑙ERR ) ∈ ⟦𝑒⟧; we also denote it by 𝑒ERR .
The precision 𝜋 ∈ 𝛱 defines aspects of the state space that should
be represented by abstract states in a given abstract domain. The set
of successor abstract states for each abstract state is defined by the
transfer relation ⇝⊆ 𝐸 × 𝐸 × 𝛱. The merge operator merge ∶ 𝐸 × 𝐸 × 𝛱 → 𝐸
provides the ability to merge two abstract states under a given precision.
To determine whether an abstract state is covered by other abstract
states, the stop operator stop ∶ 𝐸 × 2𝐸 × 𝛱 → 𝔹 is used. Finally, the
precision-adjustment operator prec ∶ 𝐸 × 𝛱 × 2𝐸×𝛱 → 𝐸 × 𝛱 allows a
dynamic adjustment of the precision depending on the current set of
reachable abstract states.
Such CPAs are the central building blocks of this formalism. Several
CPAs are composed to form a composite analysis. We refer the reader to
the literature [BHT07; BHT08; BK11; BDW18] for further details on the
CPA formalism.
2.3.2. The CPA Algorithm
The CPA algorithm (see Algorithm 2.1) uses a combination of CPAs and
an initial abstract state with precision for a reachability analysis and
performs a classic fixed-point iteration by looping until the set waitlist
is empty, that is, all abstract states have been completely processed.
The algorithm returns the set of reachable abstract states (denoted
by reached). In each algorithm iteration, it takes one abstract state 𝑒
with precision 𝜋 from the waitlist, executes the precision-adjustment
operator prec, computes all abstract successors, and processes each of
those successors [BDW18].
We refer the reader to the literature [BHT07; BHT08; BK11; BDW18]
for further details.
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Algorithm 2.1: The CPA++(𝔻, reached, waitlist, abort) algorithm,
taken from [BDW18]
Input: a CPA 𝔻 = (𝐷, 𝛱, ⇝, merge, stop, prec), with additional
operator fcover, where 𝐸 denotes the set of elements of the
semilattice of 𝐷,
a set reached ∈ 𝐸 × 𝛱 of reachable abstract states
a set waitlist ∈ 𝐸 × 𝛱 of frontier abstract states, and
a function abort ∶ 𝐸 → 𝔹 that defines whether the
algorithm should abort early
Output: the updated sets reached and waitlist
while waitlist ≠ ∅ do
pop (𝑒, 𝜋) from waitlist;
reached:= fcover(reached, 𝑒, 𝜋);
if (𝑒, 𝜋) ∉ reached then
continue
forall 𝑒′ with 𝑒 ⇝ (𝑒′ , 𝜋) do
(𝑒,̂ 𝜋)̂ ∶= prec(𝑒′ , 𝜋, reached);
forall (𝑒″ , 𝜋 ″ ) ∈ reached do
𝑒new ∶= merge(𝑒,̂ 𝑒″ , 𝜋);
̂
if 𝑒new ≠ 𝑒″ then
waitlist ∶= (waitlist ∪ {(𝑒new , 𝜋)})
̂
∖ {(𝑒″ , 𝜋 ″ )};
reached ∶= (reached ∪ {(𝑒new , 𝜋)})
̂
∖ {(𝑒″ , 𝜋 ″ )};
if not stop(𝑒,̂ {𝑒 ∶ (𝑒, ⋅) ∈ reached}, 𝜋)̂ then
waitlist ∶= waitlist ∪ {(𝑒,̂ 𝜋)};
̂
reached ∶= reached ∪ {(𝑒,̂ 𝜋)};
̂
if abort (𝑒)̂ then
return (reached, waitlist)
return (reached, waitlist)
2.3.3. Basic CPAs
We introduce some CPAs, which we refer to in the later presentation.
The following is taken from [BDW18].
As mentioned before, it is possible to combine several CPAs using
a Composite CPA [BHT07] in the style of the well-known Composite
Pattern [GHJ+ 95]. This allows to seperate concerns into different CPAs;
they can then be reused and flexibly combined to create new analyses,
instead of redefining them for every analysis.
Most kinds of program analysis need to track the program counter,
for example. The Location CPA 𝕃 [BHT08] tracks the program counter
and allows other CPAs to use the information without implementing a
program counter tracking on their own.
Furthermore, we define an additional ARG CPA 𝔸 that tracks the Abstract Reachability Graph (ARG) over the abstract states in the set reached.
It stores the predecessor-successor relationship between abstract states
and allows to reconstruct abstract paths in the ARG. We call a se-
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quence ⟨𝑒0 , … , 𝑒𝑛 ⟩ of abstract states an abstract path if for any pair (𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖+1 )
with 𝑖 ∈ {0, … , 𝑛 − 1} either 𝑒𝑖+1 is an abstract successor of 𝑒𝑖 or 𝑒𝑖+1
is the result of merging an abstract successor of 𝑒𝑖 with some other
abstract state(s). The combination of both Location CPA and ARG CPA
allows us to reconstruct from an abstract path the path that it represents
in the CFA. Unrolling the paths through the ARG forms an abstract
reachability tree.
2.4. Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement
The main technical challenge for model checking, especially of larger
systems, is the state-space explosion problem [CGJ+ 03] It is the reason
why algorithms are not applied to all-embracing models of the systems,
but on simplified—abstract—models. The abstraction causes a loss of
information incurred by simplifying the model. Hence, verifying the abstract model potentially leads to wrong results. These artificial specification violations are called spurious counterexamples [CGJ+ 03]. To thwart
these potentially wrong results a technique called Counterexample-Guided
Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) has been proposed [CGJ+ 00; CGJ+ 03].
Information in the following paragraph is taken from [CGJ+ 03].
The technique starts with a small coarse model of the system to be
verified and automatically gains information from spurious counterexamples in order to compute increasingly precise abstract models of
the system. Each abstract model is an over-approximation of the original model and thus of the original system. A specification that holds
in the abstract model will also hold in the concrete model. Nevertheless, a specification violation in the abstract model can either be caused
by missing information, that means, it is spurious, or it can be a real
violation. By refining the abstraction a spurious counterexample is
eliminated. These increasingly precise abstract models are created until
the specification is either proved or disproved by a counterexample.
CEGAR consists of several compontents: a state-space exploration algorithm, that is, an algorithm that computes the abstract model, for
example, the CPA algorithm (see Section 2.3.2); a precision that determines the current level of abstraction; a feasibility check that decides on the
feasibility of a found path and a refinement procedure, which is used to
refine the precision of the abstract model [BLW15b]. The algorithm is
depicted in Algorithm 2.2.
The state-space exploration algorithm explores the reachable abstract
state space according to the current precision. The precision initially
is coarse or even empty. The algorithm returns the verdict true if the
state space was fully explored and no specification violation was found.
This result lets the CEGAR algorithm terminate and it reports the true
verdict. A found specification violation means that there is a path
through the program that leads to the error location. The feasibility
check decides whether this path is infeasible. For a feasible path the
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Algorithm 2.2: CEGAR(𝔻, 𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT ), for CPAs, taken
from [BDW18]
Input: a composite CPA 𝔻 composed of a location CPA 𝕃, a ARG
CPA 𝔸, and possibly other CPAs;
for which 𝐸 denotes the set of abstract states and 𝛱 the set
of precisions;
with the additional operators fcover and refine;
and an initial abstract state 𝑒INIT = (𝑙INIT , ⋯) ∈ 𝐸
with initial precision 𝜋INIT ∈ 𝛱
Output: false if 𝑙ERR is reachable, true otherwise
Variables: two sets reached and waitlist of elements of 𝐸 × 𝛱 and a
function abortERR ∶ 𝐸 → 𝔹
reached := {(𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT )};
waitlist := {(𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT )};
// abortERR returns true at 𝑙ERR .
abortERR := {(𝑙, ⋯) ↦ (𝑙 = 𝑙ERR )};
while true do
(reached, waitlist) := CPA++(𝔻, reached, waitlist, abortERR );
if ∃((𝑙ERR , ⋯), ⋅) ∈ reached then
(reached, waitlist) := refine(reached, waitlist);
if ∃((𝑙ERR , ⋯), ⋅) ∈ reached then

// refine has detected a feasible error path

return false;
else
return true;

program is unsafe and the analysis terminates with a false verdict. In
case of an infeasible error path the refinement procedure refines the
precision in order to remove the infeasible error path from the abstract
states space. Afterwards, the algorithm restarts and repeats until either
a concrete error path is found or the abstract model is proven safe. The
latter means that also the program is safe due to the over-approximating
character of the analysis [BLW15b; BDW18].
2.5. Precision Adjustment
We call the information that determines the level of abstraction precision
of the abstract states. We denote the set of possible precisions by 𝛱
and use 𝜋 ∈ 𝛱 to denote an element thereof. We define a program
precision as a mapping 𝐿 → 𝛱 from the program locations 𝐿 to the set of
precisions in order to support different precisions at different program
locations.
The coarsest precision is called empty precision; it defines that all
information is abstracted. Two precisions can be united by an union
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operation. It is defined in an intuitive way; for example, the union of
two predicate precisions, that means, the precisions are a set of predicates over program variables, is defined by the union of the predicate
sets [BLN+ 13].
The process of applying a new precision to an abstract state is called
precision adjustment and is done by the precision adjustent operator prec in
the CPA algorithm (see Algorithm 2.1).
2.6. Craig Interpolation for Predicate Abstraction Refinement
A widely used technique in (software) model checking is predicate abstraction [GS97]. A set 𝒫 of quantifier-free first-order predicates is used
to model the program variables. In such an analysis, the precision 𝜋 is
a set of predicates from 𝒫.
By using a SMT solver it is possible to reason over the predicates.
To refine such an abstract predicate-based model it is common to use
Craig interpolation [Cra57] in order to discover information that allows
the elimination of an infeasible error path. This information is called
interpolant. Its structure is defined by Craig’s interpolation theorem (see
Theorem 1).
Theorem 1 (Craig’s interpolation theorem [Cra57; BL13]): Let 𝜑− , 𝜑+
be a pair of formulæ, such that 𝜑− ∧ 𝜑+ is unsatisfiable. Then there exists a
formula 𝜓 (called Craig interpolant) that fulfils:
(i) the implication 𝜑− ⇒ 𝜓 holds,
(ii) the conjunction 𝜓 ∧ 𝜑+ is unsatisfiable, and
(iii) 𝜓 only contains symbols that occur in both 𝜑− and 𝜑+ .
The existence of interpolants is guaranteed for many common SMT
theories; they can be computed by off-the-shelf SMT solvers [BDW18].
In traditional predicate abstraction refinement the atoms of the interpolants are extracted as predicates. From these predicates, the refinement procedure creates a new precision 𝜋 that then can be used to
refine the abstract model.
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We now present our provident abstraction refinement technique. Our
presentation begins with the concept of a provident refinement. We
then introduce our modified CEGAR-based algorithm that allows us to
rank, select, delay, and combine possible refinements.
3.1. A Provident Strategy to Gain Information on Possible
Refinements
Extracting good precisions, that is, precisions that lead to a fast convergence of the algorithm in as few steps as possible, from infeasible
error paths is key to the CEGAR technique [BLW15b]. The selection of
a refinement significantly influences the quality of the precision and
the effectiveness of the analysis [BLW15c]. In existing approaches, that
are based on lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02], the exploration of the state
space stops after the first error location was found. For this location
a refinement is performed. The quality of the retrieved precision lies
only in the interpolation engine because the used predicate abstraction
in CPAchecker relies on Craig interpolation. This is due to the fact that
there might be several reasons for infeasibility in one path. Some of
these reasons might be easier to track and can be more beneficial for the
further analysis progress [BLW15c; BLW15b]. The interpolation engine,
however, cannot decide which interpolants are best for the analysis
progress because it has no access to this information. Furthermore, for
an arbitrary interpolation problem the result cannot be controlled from
the outside. This all can lead to divergence of the analysis [BLW15b].
Many CEGAR-based refinement strategies are based on the principles
of lazy abstraction. Lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02] is a technique that allows
to refine only parts of the abstract state space and keep the rest of it.
This has the advantage that possibly expensive explorations of large
parts of the reachable states does not have to be done over and over
again. In order to achieve this, a refinement strategy based on lazy
abstraction will pause the state-space exploration as soon as the first
error location is found. If the path to this error location is feasible the
analysis can terminate. Otherwise, there is some abstract state in which
the abstract counterexample has an concrete counterpart; this state is
called pivot state. In lieu of building an entire new abstract model, the
current abstract model will be refined beginning from the pivot state.
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The promise of this is that some parts of the abstract model are not
relevant for the verification of the desired property, hence there is no
need to re-explore them.
While refinement strategies based on lazy abstraction have proved
to be prosperous, our approach does not follow this principle. In case
an error location is found our state-space exploration algorithm shall
not pause. We continue until the full reachable state space is explored.
From this set of reachable abstract states we extract those that are error
locations. Obviously, there can be more than one such error location.
In the following, we can calculate a provident refinement for each such
error location. A provident refinement is a refinement that does not do
any changes to the set of reachable abstract states. Instead, we only
want to extract the precision information. To do so, our framework
reconstructs the error path from the abstract state’s space and calculates
interpolants—similar to the previously described approach. From these
interpolants, we calculate the precision increment, that is, the new
precision determined by the interpolants. The result of a provident
refinement for one error location is a pair (𝑒, 𝜋) from the relation 𝐸 × 𝛱
of abstract states and precisions.
In contrast to lazy abstraction, where a sequence of interpolants is
corresponding to a sequence of program locations and thus also the
precision, we break this relation and allow the precision to be applied to
any state with any scoping. That is, a precision can not only be applied
to a specific state and is only relevant for this state, but it can also be
applied to any state being valid globally. This allows our framework
to, for example, join the precisions of all found error paths into one
precision containing all information. The resulting precision can then
be applied to the root node of the ARG with a global scoping, that is, the
precision is valid for this node and all its children, that is, the full space
of reachable abstract states. After this is done, we restart the exploration
of the state space. Similar to lazy abstraction, the framework provides
an early exit in case a feasible counterexample is found.
In order to determine how this resulting precision shall look, our
framework defines two operators, namely rank and select, which we will
render more precisely in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively. Both
operators influence the resulting precision; rank influences the order in
which provident refinements are calculated for target locations while
select provides the ability to determine the precision increment that
will be applied to the abstract state space afterwards.
3.2. The PCEGAR Algorithm
We present the Provident Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement
(PCEGAR) algorithm in this section. It is based on a classical CEGAR
algorithm similar to the one described in Section 2.4. The algorithm
is listed in Algorithm 3.1. Technically, it is a semi-algorithm because
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Algorithm 3.1: PCEGAR(𝔻, 𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT ) for CPAs
Input: a composite CPA 𝔻 composed of a location CPA 𝕃, a ARG
CPA 𝔸, and possibly other CPAs;
for which 𝐸 denotes the set of abstract states and 𝛱 the set
of precisions;
with the additional operators extract_targets, rank,
provident_refine, select, and apply;
and an initial abstract state 𝑒INIT = (𝑙INIT , ⋯) ∈ 𝐸
with initial precision 𝜋INIT ∈ 𝛱
Output: false if 𝑙ERR is reachable, true otherwise
Variables: three sets reached, waitlist and candidates of elements of
𝐸 × 𝛱 and a function abortERR ∶ 𝐸 → 𝔹
reached := {(𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT )};
waitlist := {(𝑒INIT , 𝜋INIT )};
// abortERR returns false to explore the full state space
abortERR := {(𝑙, ⋯) ↦ false};
candidates := ∅;
while true do
(reached, waitlist) := CPA++(𝔻, reached, waitlist, abortERR );
if ∃((𝑙ERR , ⋯), ⋅) ∈ reached then
targets := extract_targets (reached);
targets := rank (targets);
candidates := ⋃𝑡∈targets provident_refine(𝑡);

𝑠 := select (candidates);
(reached, waitlist) := apply(reached, waitlist, 𝑠);
if ∃((𝑙ERR , ⋯), ⋅) ∈ reached then

// refine has detected a feasible error path

return false;
else
return true;

termination cannot be guaranteed; this can be the case, for example, if
we choose PCEGAR’s operators in a way, it does not remove a spurious
counterexample. Still, we omit the prefix semi in our presentation for
simplicity, and call PCEGAR an algorithm in the following.
If we omit the additional operators extract_targets, rank, provident_refine,
and select for now, the algorithm is identical to the CEGAR algorithm
presented in Algorithm 2.2. The only difference is that we need to
replace PCEGAR’s apply operator by CEGAR’s refine operator.
In the following, we assume the operator rank to be an identity relation, and the select operator to always select the first element given in
its parameter list. This is for simplicity of the algorithm’s presentation.
We will discuss the rank operator in Section 3.3 and the select operator
in Section 3.4.
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First of all, PCEGAR is a refinement algorithm, that means, it only
refines the abstract state space explored by an external state-space
exploration algorithm. One such state-space exploration algorithm
is the CPA algorithm (see Section 2.3.2 for details). The exploration
algorithm is meant to explore a set of reachable abstract states, called the
reached set, and denoted by reached. Among the states in the reached
set, there can be states that symbolise a violation of a property, which
we call target states in the following. If there are no such states and
the state space was fully explored, the program is considered to be
safe. This leads to a termination of the refinement algorithm; hence, it
returns the verdict true.
In case there exists at least one such target state, it is necessary to
determine, whether it is a real violation of the property, or if it exists
just because of a too coarse abstract model. For that, our refinement
algorithm extracts all such target states using the operator extract_targets,
which simply filters the set of reachable abstract states for those that
fulfil the target-state criteria. The resulting list is then given to the
ranking operator rank.
For each such target state there exists a path through the ARG that connects the target state with the entry point of the program, which is represented by the root node of the ARG. Let 𝐸 be the set of all reachable abstract states. Also, let ⟨𝑒INIT , 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … , 𝑒ERR ⟩ with 𝑒INIT , 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … , 𝑒ERR ∈
𝐸 be an infeasible path in the set of reached states. Then there exists
an abstract state 𝑒𝑚 ∈ 𝐸 with 𝑒𝑚 ∈ ⟨𝑒INIT , 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 , … , 𝑒ERR ⟩, which causes
the infeasibility of this path in the program but not in the abstract
model. Using Craig interpolation, predicates can be generated fully
automatically from a proof of unsatisfiability for the formula representing such a spurious counterexample [HJM+ 04]. Because our analysis is
based on predicate abstraction, where a precision 𝜋 is a set of predicates [BLN+ 13], we can use these predicates from Craig interpolation as
our new precision. Finally, there is a pair (𝑒, 𝜋) from the relation 𝐸 × 𝛱
for each such provident refinement, where 𝑒 is the pivot state as used in
lazy abstraction. Note that this does not limit our technique to analyses
based on predicate abstraction. It was shown, for example by Beyer
and Löwe [BL13], that also other analysis types, such as explicit-value
program analysis, benefit from abstraction, CEGAR, and interpolation.
The list of such pairs is then given to the selection operator select.
The operator returns a single pair (𝑒, 𝜋), which describes the actual
refinement, that is, the new precision that shall be added to the abstract
model in the next step. Finally, the operator apply adds the new precision
to the relevant abstract states like a standard CEGAR-based refinement
strategy does.
Afterwards, it is checked, whether the target state 𝑒ERR is still reachable. As we considered the error path to be infeasible, 𝑒ERR cannot be
reachable any more. Hence, the algorithm continues to explore the
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state space again. If the error path was feasible in the first place, the
algorithm would have stopped here by returning the verdict false.
3.3. The Ranking Operator
The target ranking operator rank is the first of two operators defined
by our framework. As stated before, it is used to determine the order
in which provident refinements are calculated for the found target
locations. Formally, we define the operator as given by Definition 1.
Definition 1 (The Operator rank): Let 𝐼 be the non-empty list of abstract
target states in random order (as determined by the state space exploration
strategy), that is, each element 𝑖 of 𝐼 is an element of the set of abstract states 𝐸
and is a target state. Let further 𝑂 be non-empty sub-list of 𝐼, ordered by an
order relation ⪯.
We then define the operator rank⪯ as a surjection between the lists 𝐼 and 𝑂:
rank⪯ ∶ 𝐼 → 𝑂

This definition leads to two important remarks: we first note, that
neither 𝐼 nor 𝑂 shall be empty. The simple reason is that the provident
refinement algorithm uses 𝑂 as input for its calculations; for an empty
list it is not possible to calculate anything, thus, there would not be
a single counterexample removal during the refinement procedure,
which can lead to non-termination of the PCEGAR algorithm. In case 𝐼
was empty, the algorithm would already have stopped earlier, because
there was no target state in the reached set anyway. Second, if we refer
to the ranking operator for a specific order ⪯, we denote it by rank⪯ ; if
we refer to the ranking operator in general, where we are not interested
in the order, we omit the order and denote the operator only by rank.
The order ⪯ is necessary to determine the position of an element of 𝐼
in the output list 𝑂. It can, for example, use the smallest number of
abstract states that are on a path between two abstract states in the ARG.
The order is used for sorting the elements of 𝐼.
3.4. Strategies to Select a Refinement
Crucial to the provident refinement framework is the selection operator
that takes the calculated provident refinements and combines them
to a compound refinement that will then be applied to the abstract
state’s space. Before we can define the operator, we need some notation
convention:
Definition 2 (Notation): By ⟨𝐸 × 𝛱⟩ we denote a list of pairs (𝑒𝑖 , 𝜋𝑖 ) of
abstract states and precisions. By ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩ we refer to a list of
length 𝑛 ∈ ℕ ∖ {0} of such pairs of ⟨𝐸 × 𝛱⟩. Core of this list is that it is an
ordered structure in contrast to, for example, a set.
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Using this notation, we can give a formal definition of the selection
operator in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (The Operator select): Let 𝐸 be the set of abstract states and
𝛱 be the set of precisions. We define the operator select as
select ∶ ⟨𝐸 × 𝛱⟩ → 𝐸 × 𝛱

The operator gets as input a list of pairs of abstract states and precisions and returns one pair of abstract state and precision. It is important
to notice that neither input nor output value of the operator shall be
empty.
The selection operator select is the core of the PCEGAR framework. It
gives the possibility to combine, select, or delay refinements, by emitting
an appropriate result. When more than one pair from the input set is
used for calculating the output of the operator, we have the problem of
how to combine the information about the abstract states. In this case,
the operator uses the ARG’s root as the abstract state in the resulting
pair. There is only one root node in the ARG, which is effectively an
abstract reachability tree, because there can be only one abstract state
that corresponds to the initial program location. This is sound because
we apply the precision with a global scoping afterwards, that is, the
information gets propagated to every abstract state in the reached set
anyway.
Joining Provident Refinements Obviously, selecting only one pair
from the set of input pairs is trivial. Thus, we now focus on the combination of at least two of them. As stated before, in this case the abstract
state 𝑒𝑟 in the resulting pair will always be the ARG’s root node. The
resulting precision 𝜋𝑟 can simply be calculated by joining all precisions,
that is, 𝜋𝑟 = ⋃𝑖∈{1,…,𝑛} 𝜋𝑖 for a join of 𝑛 precisions. This leads to the
result (𝑒INIT , 𝜋𝑟 ) for such a join.
Delaying Provident Refinements As stated before, it can be reasonable
to prefer some refinements over others. For example, refining for a loop
counter can lead to expensive loop unrollings [BLW15b]; this can be
undesirable. Therefore, delaying such refinements can improve the
performance of the analysis. It might, however, still be necessary to
execute them at some point and, for example, unroll loops, but often
this can be avoided.
Delaying a refinement by the select operator means that it simply
will not incorporate the refinement’s precision information into the
operator’s result. Depending on the progress of the algorithm the
delayed refinement will be re-explored at some point or does not appear
at all if it is not necessary for the algorihm’s result. The latter is the case,
if paths to the target state corresponding to such a refinement, have
been ruled out by other refinements before.
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Note on Implementation Note that the implementation of the selection operator differs from this formal definition, such that it does not
only get a list of tuples of 𝐸 × 𝛱. It furthermore gets additional information generated by the provident refinement, such as the related
ARG path, as well as information, whether the found counterexample
is spurious. This is an optimisation to guarantee early termination of
the PCEGAR algorithm and avoid expensive recalculations. Consider
a list of provident refinements where all except one counterexamples
are spurious. One counterexample is a real specification violation. A
selection operator that only takes a subset of the provided counterexamples into account, might miss the feasible counterexample and
cause further refinements for the spurious ones. Although, the feasible counterexample will be found at some point and the analysis will
terminate with the expected result, it is possible that this will occur
much later than necessary. In case the set of counterexamples contains
a feasible one, the selector always selects the feasible counterexample,
as this will lead to an early termination. This is sound, as the feasible
counterexample would be found at some point anyway.
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We provide an empirical study on our provident multi-path refinement framework in this chapter. We start by our research questions
in Section 4.1. Thereafter, we define certain concrete operator implementations in Section 4.2 and present our hypotheses we want to check
during the evaluation in Section 4.3. Furthermore, we present our case
study in Section 4.4 and explain the environment we used in Section 4.5.
In Section 4.6 we present the results and discuss them in Section 4.7.
Finally, we conclude this chapter with a discussion of the threats to
validity in Section 4.8.
4.1. Research Questions
We now define questions that guide our evaluation. We evaluate each
question by using a set of verification tasks. A verification task is a
pair of a program and one or many properties. Some of our questions
target the performance of the verification tasks in terms of efficiency and
effectiveness. A configuration is considered to be more effective than
another one if it is able to provide verification result for more tasks than
the other analysis. It is considered to be more efficient if it can solve
given verification tasks by consuming less resources in terms of CPU
time.
Research has shown that even on a single path to an error location
there can be many reasons for the infeasibility of this abstract path.
Considering the information about every such reason for infeasibility
and selecting the most appropriate in the specific situation is targeted,
for example, with sliced path prefixes [BLW15c] or refinement selection [BLW15b]. These approaches consider only one path. It seems
probable that by incorporating the information of more than one path
into the selection process of a refinement, the results can even be improved.
Research Question 1 (RQ1): Is there a multi-path refinement strategy that
performs better than a single-path refinement strategy in terms of efficiency
and effectiveness?
Not only do we expect that incorporating more information into the
refinement strategy can influence the performance of a verification
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run, but it is also expected that the structure of a verification task has
an influence. Such an influence can be determined by the program,
obviously. A program consisting of neither loops nor recursion, for
example, cannot cause expensive loop unrolling during the refinement.
The same holds for the property. Properties with a scope that is very
local to only a few lines of code or a few functions cause different
behaviour, than properties with a wide scope over large parts of a
program [Dah17].
Research Question 2 (RQ2): Are there specific structures (characteristics)
in the verification tasks, for that multi-path refinement has considerably different performance characteristics than single-path refinement?
Furthermore, it is expected that by incorporating domain knowledge
into an analysis, we can profit from this knowledge. By domain knowledge, we think, for example, of characteristics like many global variables or the intense usage of pointer arithmetics. Also the position of
target states in the ARG is an interesting characteristics. Using this
information when building an appropriate strategy influences its performance.
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Does incorporating domain knowledge (characteristics of the verification task) into a multi-path refinement strategy pay off
in terms of efficiency and effectiveness compared to a single-path refinement
strategy?
4.2. Operators for PCEGAR
Let us now define some operator implementations we refer to in the
following sections. We give implementations for the rank and select
operators in this section and assign symbols to identify the operator
implementations during the presentation. Formal definition and requirements on these operators can be found in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
4.2.1. Ranking Operator Implementations
We define some concrete examples of target ranking operators. This list
does not make a claim to be complete. We only present those operators,
we use in the presentation of our results. The most straightforward
ranker, which we call identity target ranker, is an identity operation. It
simply emits the given input list as output without touching it. We
refer to this identity target ranker by the symbol ℛID . A second possible
ranker always takes the first element from the operator’s input list and
returns a list with this single element; we refer to it as ℛF .
Finally, two further target rankers do effectively change the elements
of their input lists. Each abstract state has a property state level that determines its distance to the ARG’s root. Both rankers order the elements
of their input lists based on this state level. The first (referred to as ℛT )
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Table 4.1. Overview over the introduced ranking operators
Symbol

ℛID
ℛF
ℛT
ℛB

Description

The identity operation. Does no ranking at all. The input
list will be returned without any changes.
Does no ranking at all. The first element of the input list
will be returned as the resulting one-element list.
Takes the abstract states in the input list and sorts them ascending with regard to their state level. The result contains
the same states as the input but in a different order.
Takes the abstract states in the input list and sorts them
descending with regard to their state level. The result
contains the same states as the input but in a different
order.

does it in ascending order; the second (referred to as ℛB ) does it in
descending order of the state level. Table 4.1 provides a comprehensive
overview over these four target ranking operators.
4.2.2. Selection Operator Implementations
In addition to the ranking operator, the PCEGAR framework defines
an operator to select a refinement that gets applied; the selection operator select. We define some possible implementations of this operator
without claiming completeness of this list. The presented implementations are only those that are used during the evaluation.
First, we introduce a simple select first operator, which we refer to
as 𝒮F . It selects the first element from its input list and returns it without
further ado. Formally, for a list of pairs of abstract state and precision,
denoted by ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩, the operator is defined as
𝒮F ∶ ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩ ↦ (𝑒1 , 𝜋1 )
The second operator we introduce, is a selector that joins together all
precisions from its input list of pairs of abstract states and precisions. It
uses the ARG’s root node as the abstract state in the resulting pair. We
denote this all-join selection operator by 𝒮∪ . Formally, for a list of pairs
of abstract state and precision, denoted by ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩, and
the ARG root state 𝑒INIT ∈ 𝐸, we define the operator as
⎜𝑒INIT , ⋃ 𝜋𝑖 ⎞
⎟
𝒮∪ ∶ ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩ ↦ ⎛
⎝
⎠
𝑖∈{1,…,𝑛}
Lastly, the third operator takes the first up to 𝑘 elements from the
input list and joins them together. Note that for input lists with a size 𝑚
less than 𝑘, that is, 𝑚 < 𝑘, only the 𝑚 elements are joined. As before, the
ARG’s root node is used as the abstract state in the resulting pair. We
denote this operator by 𝒮≤k , where 𝑘 ∈ ℕ∖{0} is the number of elements
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Table 4.2. Overview of the introduced selection operators
Symbol

Description

Selects only the one refinement from the list of all possible
refinements that is on the first position of the input.
Takes all possible refinements into account and joins their
precisions to a new precision.
Takes the first 𝑘 elements from the list of all possible refinements and joins their precisions to a new precision. The
value 𝑘 ∈ ℕ ∖ {0} can be configured.

𝒮F
𝒮∪
𝒮 ≤k

that shall be joined. We can formally define the operator for a list of
pairs of abstract state and precision, denoted by ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩,
a number of elements 𝑘 ∈ ℕ ∖ {0}, and the ARG root state 𝑒INIT ∈ 𝐸, as

𝒮≤k

⎧(𝑒INIT , ⋃
𝜋)
{
𝑖∈{1,…,𝑘} 𝑖
{
∶ ⟨(𝑒1 , 𝜋1 ), … , (𝑒𝑛 , 𝜋𝑛 )⟩ ↦ ⎨
{
{(𝑒INIT , ⋃
𝜋)
⎩
𝑖∈{1,…,𝑛} 𝑖

if 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛
if 𝑘 > 𝑛

Table 4.2 gives a comprehensive overview over the presented and
implemented selection operators.
4.2.3. Particular Operator Combinations
In principle, it is possible to freely combine all ranking with all selection
operators. Obviously, not all combinations have different behaviours
from each other. For example, consider a combination of ℛID and 𝒮F ;
this is equal to ℛF and 𝒮F because the selector takes in both cases only
the first element of its input list. The result is equivalent, independent
of the number of elements the ranking operator’s output list consists of.
Two combinations are outstanding for the following presentation.
We call a combination of ℛF and 𝒮F a single-path refinement strategy. We
further call the combination of ℛID and 𝒮∪ the multi-path refinement
strategy.
4.3. Hypotheses
We now introduce the hypotheses that guide the evaluation and give a
detailed insight into the relevant configuration settings of our framework. Each experiment consists of two verification run sets, each consisting of a number of verification tasks. Our run set consists only of
those tasks that caused at least one refinement because we are particularly interested in refinement strategies. Hence, we omit tasks without
refinements from the experimental evaluation. We furthermore omit
verification tasks that caused a timeouts or other errors due to the fact
that these are incomplete verification runs.
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All configurations of our framework that are presented in the following are derived from the same base configuration. They only differ in
the selection of the ranking operator (see Section 3.3) and the selection
operator (see Section 3.4). By single-path refinement strategy, we denote
a configuration that always takes the first found error path for precision calculation (ensured by operator ℛF ) and only applies this single
precision increment (ensured by operator 𝒮F ).
4.3.1. Multi-Path versus Single-Path Strategy
In the first group of hypotheses we are particularly interested in the
performance behaviour of a multi-path refinement strategy compared
to the single-path refinement strategy as a base line. Therefore, we configure the multi-path refinement strategy in a way that it incorporates
all found information in each refinement step. This can be achieved by
the all-join selection operator 𝒮∪ . As the operator simply joins all found
precisions to a final precision that is used for refining the state space,
a ranking is not necessary at all. To minimise the cost of the ranking
operator we use the identity operator ℛID , which does not affect the
found target states and their order at all.
For the evaluation of the first research question, we use verification
tasks, where a Linux kernel module is combined with all 14 safety
properties, that is, a multi-property verification [ABM+ 16]. Each property has a specific structure, that is, it is relevant for different scopes
in the program. Some properties are only relevant for a few lines or
functions of the program, others are relevant for large parts of the program [Dah17]. By virtue of the multi-property verification, we try to
cancel out the influence of a single property’s structure.
We anticipate that our multi-path refinement strategy will decrease
the CPU time that is needed for the verification compared to the singlepath refinement strategy. By (analysis) CPU time, we refer to the time that
is needed only for the verification process itself. This excludes steps like
parsing of the program and the specifications, building the framework’s
internal data structures, and so forth. It is valid to omit these steps,
as they occur both for multi-path and single-path refinement; they do
not influence the refinement strategy at all, because these steps happen
either before or after the refinement strategy is executed.
Hypothesis 1 (H1): There exists a multi-path refinement strategy that, for a
set of verification tasks, in general consumes less CPU time, than a single-path
refinement strategy.
Not only the efficiency of a configuration is a relevant metrics, but
also its effectiveness. Combining the insights on both, efficiency and
effectiveness, allows us to reason about the analysis’ performance. We
again use the multi-property verification tasks and the same operator
configurations like before; furthermore, all other settings are the same,
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too. Our presumption is that the multi-path refinement strategy can
solve more verification tasks correctly, than the single-path strategy
does.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): There exists a multi-path refinement strategy that, for a
set of verification tasks, in general, can solve more verification tasks, than a
single-path refinement strategy.
4.3.2. Influences of the Verification Tasks
The behaviour of a verification tool is also determined by the verification tasks. In particular, the performance can differ significantly by
verifying many properties in one run compared to verifying each independently [ABM+ 16].
We also expect such behaviour for our multi-path refinement strategy,
when comparing it to a single-path strategy. Hence, we are not interested in the speedup we can gain from verifying the properties in one
run compared to verifying them seperately. Instead, we take a look at
how different properties affect the analysis. That is, we want to know,
whether it is possible to gain a speedup from a multi-path refinement
strategy independently of the used property.
In order to do our experiments, we again use the multi-path strategy,
consisting of the operators ℛID and 𝒮∪ , and compare it to the single-path
strategy, consisting of the operators ℛF and 𝒮F . Our verification tasks
for this question consist of the 250 Linux kernel modules each combined
with one of the 14 properties, which leads to 3 500 verification tasks.
Again, we anticipate that our multi-path strategy consumes less CPU
time for the analysis, than the single-path strategy for all verification
tasks.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): For verification tasks consisting of different properties
our multi-path refinement strategy always consumes less CPU time than our
single-path refinement strategy.
4.3.3. Incorporating Domain Knowledge
The incorporation of domain knowledge in the analysis is expected to
improve its performance. We expect that preferring target states with
a small distance to the ARG’s root1 can safe refinements, compared to
preferring target states with large distance to the root. This expectation
is based on the assumption that a refinement for a target state near to
the root rules out paths through the ARG that lead to further target
states, because these paths branch from our refined path.
In the experiment we use the number of refinements from our singlepath and our multi-path strategy as base lines. The ranking operators ℛT and ℛB ensure that we have the target states sorted according
1
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Table 4.3. An overview over independent, dependent, and controlled variables per
hypothesis
Hyp.

Independent

Variables
Dependent

H1

ranking and selection operators

CPU time

H2

ranking and selection operators

number of solved
tasks

H3

verification tasks

CPU time

H4

ranking and selection operators

number of refinements

Controlled

verification tasks,
framework configuration
verification tasks,
framework configuration
ranking and selection operators,
framework configuration
verification tasks,
framework configuration

to their state level. The former sorts the target states in ascending order starting with the target state with the smallest distance from the
root, while the latter sorts the states in descending order. Using the
all-join selection operator 𝒮∪ is not reasonable here, because it does
not incorporate the order of the target states when joining all available
precisions. The different order of predicates given to the SMT solver
from this approach cannot be controlled, because the solver can reorder
the clauses for internal optimisations anyway. Hence, we join only fractions of the possible precision information using the operator 𝒮≤k with
𝑘 ∈ {2, 4, 8}. Different values for 𝑘 enable us to get further insights on
how the number of necessary refinements changes, when incorporating
the information of a different number of provident refinements.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): By preferring target states having a small distance to
the ARG’s root, a multi-path refinement strategy saves refinements compared
to a multi-path refinement strategy that does not prefer any states.
4.3.4. Variables
For each research question, we identify a number of variables that determine the experiments. We categorise the variables in independent,
dependent, and controlled variables. Table 4.3 provides an overview
over the variables for each hypothesis. Independent are those variables
we deliberately change throughout our experiments. Changes on independent variables affects the dependent variables, which are those
variables we use for our measurements. The controlled variables also
influece the results; we keep them fixed such that they do not influence
the results in incontrollable ways.
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The framework’s overall configuration is determined by options like
its abstraction strategy, the used abstract domains, the SMT solver,
and others. It is not changed throughout the experiments, hence, we
consider it to be a controlled variable.
We designed the experiments based on the hypotheses and these
variables to answer our research questions.
4.4. Case Studies for Evaluation
For our evaluation we used a set of 250 modules from the Linux kernel
version 4.0-rc1, which were also used in previous work [ABM+ 16]. The
benchmark files were created using the Linux Driver Verification (LDV)2
toolkit [KMP+ 09]. The LDV toolkit also enriches the kernel modules
with an environment model of the Linux kernel. The pre-processed
Linux kernel modules are licensed under GNU GPL 2.0.
Together with the kernel modules, we use a set of 14 safety properties (adjusted versions from the ones used in [ABM+ 16]) that are
relevant for the Linux kernel and describe the proper usage of its API.
We provide a detailed description of each property in Table 4.4.
From the 250 Linux kernel modules we only consider those for our
analysis where at least one refinement is necessary. This is due to the fact
that we compare refinement strategies and consider the performance
behaviour to be independent of the strategy if no refinement is necessary
at all. Due to this restriction we have a different number of verification
tasks for the evaluation of each hypothesis. Each benchmark task is a
combination of one Linux kernel module and one or all 14 properties.
4.5. Evaluation Environment
Our approach is implemented in a fork of CPAchecker; we use revision
e027976633 (GIT tag provident-refinement-thesis) from its GIT repository3 . The fork is based on CPAchecker’s version 1.6; an earlier
version of the fork was used before [ABM+ 16]. All files that are necessary for reproducing the evaluation can be found on the supplementary
web page4 .
All evaluation runs were performed on machines with two Intel®
Xeon® E5-2650 v2 CPUs, with 16 processing units each, and a clock
frequency of 3.40 GHz. Each machine is equipped with 135 GB RAM
and runs Ubuntu 16.04 (64 bit edition) based on a Linux 4.4 kernel. The
machines have the 64 bit Java Virtual Machine (JVM) OpenJDK 1.8.0_151
installed. We disabled Turbo Boost and Hyper Threading and, furthermore, have bound each CPU to its local memory banks to reduce
possible effects of the NUMA shared memory architecture [MG11]. Our
See http://linuxtesting.org/project/ldv/ for more information.
See https://github.com/se-passau/pytheas
4
See https://research.lukasczyk.me/provident-refinement
2

3
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Table 4.4. Safety properties for the Linux kernel modules (taken from [ABM+ 16])
Property

08_1a
10_1a
32_1a
43_1a
68_1a
68_1b
77_1a
101_1a
106_1a

118_1a
129_1a
132_1a
134_1a
147_1a

Description

Each module that was referenced with module_get must be
released with module_put afterwards.
Each memory allocation that gets performed in the context of
an interrupt must use the flag GFP_ATOMIC.
The same mutex must not be aquired or released twice in the
same process.
Each memory allocation must use the flag GFP_ATOMIC if a
spinlock is held.
All resources that were allocated with usb_alloc_urb must be
released with usb_free_urb.
Each DMA-consistent buffer that was allocated with
usb_alloc_coherent
must be released by calling
usb_free_coherent.
Each memory allocation in a code region with an active mutex
must be performed with the flag GLP_NOIO.
All structs that were obtained with blk_make_request must
get released by calling blk_put_request afterwards.
The modules gadget, char, and class that were registered with usb_gadget_probe_driver, register_chrdev,
and class_register must be unregistered by calling
usb_gadget_unregister_driver, unregister_chrdev, and
class_unregister correspondingly in reverse order of the
registration.
Reader-writer spinlocks must be used in the correct order.
An offset argument of a find_bit function must not be greater
than the size of the corresponding array.
Each device that was allocated by usb_get_dev must get released with usb_put_dev.
The probe functions must return a non-zero value in case of a
failed call to register_netdev or usb_register.
RCU pointer/list update operations must not be used inside
RCU read-side critical sections.

framework is built in the Java programming language. Because of the
JVM and its Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler we force the JVM to compile
most of the code already during its startup to mitigate the effects of its
JIT compiler.
For our evaluation, we set a CPU time limit of 300 s and a memory
limit of 15 GB. The Java heap of the JVM is set to 13 GB. Our analyses use
MathSAT 5.3.11 [CGS+ 13] as SMT solver. We use BenchExec [BLW15a;
BLW17] to achieve reliable benchmarking results.
For all runs we measured the amount of CPU time that is necessary
for the analysis only. This means, we omit the time for setting up the
analysis, parsing the verification task, and so forth, because they are not
relevant for the performance measures we are interested in. In all tables
and figures, we give the time in seconds and the memory consumption
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in megabytes with three significant digits unless stated other. Counted
numbers, like the number of algorithm iterations or the number of
refinements, are given in full precision. For the conversion of bytes we
use SI units, that is, 1 MB is composed of 1 000 kB.
4.6. Results
In the following we analyse the benchmark results in order to answer
our research questions and test our hypotheses. We dropped all runs
from the presentation, which did not pass with with verdict true. These
are all runs that did not finish within the timeout of 300 s, runs where
the framework crashed for whatever reason—parser errors, failures
of the SMT solver etc. We also omit all results with a false verdict;
this is because we assume the Linux kernel modules do not contain
specification violations even though we cannot verify whether false
verdicts are real violations or false positives.
Note that we add a line on the diagonal of scatter plots to get a
better insight on the distribution of the results. Furthermore, dashed
lines in scatter plots annotated with numbers like “×1.5” denote the
speedup—in this case a speedup of 1.5.
4.6.1. Multi-Path versus Single-Path Strategy
In the first research questions we are asking whether a multi-path
refinement strategy can outperform a single-path refinement strategy.
To evaluate this, we compare the results of both strategies on our Linux
kernel modules with all 14 specifications.
Efficiency In Hypothesis 1, we formulated the expectation that the
multi-path refinement strategy can benefit from the growth of information, which is incorporated into the refinement; we expect that it can
solve given tasks in less CPU time. Figure 4.1 compares both strategies
in a scatter plot. The abscissa gives the CPU time (in seconds) for the
single-path refinement strategy; the strategy is determined by the operators ℛF and 𝒮F . On the ordinate axis we give the CPU time (also
in seconds) for the multi-path refinement strategy; this strategy is determined by the operators ℛID and 𝒮∪ . As stated before, the line on
the diagonal gives a hint on equal values; we furthermore include lines
indicating speedups of factors 1.5 and 2, respectively. Each data point
shows the CPU times for one Linux kernel module for both strategies.
Data points on the diagonal indicate equal CPU times. Data points
in the lower right triangle indicate that the CPU time for multi-path
refinement was smaller than the CPU time for single-path refinement.
The vice versa holds for data points in the upper left triangle.
Out of the 250 Linux kernel modules in the benchmark set, we consider only those that cause at least one refinement, result in a true
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Ranker: ℛID , Selector: 𝒮∪ , CPU time (s)
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the efficiency of multi-path versus single-path refinement
strategy in terms of analysis CPU time. Marks in the right lower triangle are better for
multi-path.

verdict, and where the verdict was the same for both the single-path
and multi-path configurations. This restrictions result in a number of
128 verification tasks we consider for our contemplations. From Figure 4.1 we can see that most of the data points lie in the lower right
triangle. This means, the multi-path strategy needs less CPU time than
the single-path strategy to solve them. The mean speedup of the multipath refinement strategy is 1.71; its median is 1.47. Remark: a speedup
of 2 between a configuration 𝐴 and a configuration 𝐵 connotes that 𝐴
is twice as fast as 𝐵, that is, it consumes half the CPU time for a task.
For only 11 of the 128 tasks (8.59 %) we encounter a slow-down, that
is, the single-path strategy is faster than the multi-path strategy. In the
worst case, the single-path strategy is 1.65 times faster than the multipath refinement strategy. The remaining 117 tasks get solved faster the
multi-path strategy with a maximum speedup of 5.59.
Most of the verification tasks (56, that is 43.8 %) can be solved with a
speedup between 1 and 1.50 by the multi-path strategy. For 34 verification tasks (26.6 %) the speedup is between 1.50 and 2; in 27 cases (21.1 %)
the speedup is even larger than 2.
The refinement strategy has a significant impact on the performance
of an analysis. Particularly, the number of refinements is crucial—it is
assumed that an analysis benefits from saving refinements, hence will
be faster. We can see from Table 4.5 that our single-path refinement
strategy needs about five times as much executed refinements as the
multi-path strategy. Note that the equal numbers for provident and
executed refinement for the single-path strategy are expected because
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Table 4.5. Numbers of provident and executed refinements for single-path and
multi-path strategy
Name

Single-path provident refinements
Single-path executed refinements
Multi-path provident refinements
Multi-path executed refinements

Min

Median

1
1
11

Average

Max

Sum

5.00

6.10

29

781

5.00

6.10

29

781

356

5 560

6

161

29.5

1

1.00

43.5
1.26

stop
merge
prec
overall
-10

-5

-3 -2

-1

0

1

2 3

5

10

Figure 4.2. Comparing the speedups for different components and operators of
the framework. Left of the middle bar is the single-path strategy, on the right side
the multi-path strategy Note that a speedup of 1 in the figure is a speedup of 100 %,
that is, execution time of the faster configuration is only half of the time the slower
configuration takes.

every calculated provident refinement will be applied to the abstract
state’s set immediately.
We can see that we benefit from doing a multi-path refinement when
only looking at the number of executed refinements. Nevertheless,
is it also possible to identify an operator of the CPA framework that
indicates the speedup? Thereto, we calculate the speedups of the operators stop, merge, prec, and the overall speedups. Figure 4.2 shows the
results. Values left of the vertical bar in the middle of the plot indicate
verification tasks where the single-path refinement strategy is faster
than the multi-path refinement strategy; it is vice versa for data points
right of the bar. For none of the operators we can see large speedups
on most of the verification tasks. Only for the precision-adjustment
operator prec we see a larger improvement. We expect this as the operator adjusts the precisions—a process that is done during refinement.
Hence, if we save refinements, the operator will not be called that often,
which results in the lower consumed time.
Overall we see an improvement in terms of consumed CPU time,
where our multi-path refinement strategy outperforms the single-path
refinement strategy.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of the effectiveness of multi-path versus single-path refinement strategy in terms of analysis CPU time. Lower and more right data points are
better.

Summary (Hypothesis 1): On average, the single-path refinement

strategy needs 1.71 (median: 1.47) times the CPU time the multipath refinement strategy does for all correctly solved verification
tasks that cause at least one refinement, which are 128 of 250. In
conclusion, we accept Hypothesis 1.
Effectiveness In Hypothesis 2, we formulated the expectation that
the multi-path refinement strategy can solve more tasks in the same
CPU time than the single-path refinement strategy does. The quantile
plot in Figure 4.3 gives on its abscissa the number of solved tasks, that
is, the number of verification tasks that cause at least one refinement
and result in a true verdict. A data point indicates which quantile (value
on abscissa) of the runs needs less than the given measure (in this case
time in seconds on the ordinate axis) [BLW17].
From the plot we can see that at any time the multi-path refinement
strategy (ranker: ℛID , selector: 𝒮∪ , plotted in blue colour) has solved
more verification tasks than the single-path strategy (ranker: ℛF , selector: 𝒮F , plotted in green colour). Within the time limit of 300 s, the
single-path refinement strategy can successfully solve 130 tasks whereas
the multi-path strategy is able to solve 150 verification tasks. Both curves
end at around 250 s; the remaining time is needed for analysis set-up,
parsing of the input files etc.
Summary (Hypothesis 2): We see that the multi-path refinement

strategy cannot only solve more verification tasks overall but also
solves more tasks at any time if we would set the run-time limit to
such value. In conclusion, we accept Hypothesis 2.
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171 108 163 120 169 181 86 186 163

147_1a

134_1a

132_1a

118_1a
129_1a

106_1a

101_1a

77_1a

68_1b

68_1a

43_1a

32_1a

10_1a

08_1a

Table 4.6. Number of relevant tasks per property for Hypothesis 3

0 6 152 86 187

4.6.2. Influences of the Verification Tasks
In the previous section we provided a comparison based on verification tasks with all 14 properties combined. We are now interested in
the influences of the verification tasks. Therefore, we again use the
multi-path and the single-path refinement strategy like before. We
furthermore use the same selection of the 250 Linux kernel modules.
We do this to get comparable results; not only for results relevant in this
section but also to compare the results with those from the previous
section. Thus, the only variable we change in the experiments here is
the used property. For each verification task we combine the kernel
module with just one property; thus the number of verification tasks is
now 250 kernel modules combined with 14 different properties, that is,
3 500 verification tasks.
Not all properties are relevant for each tasks, obviously. Table 4.6
provides an overview for how many of the 250 kernel modules a specific
property is relevant, the verification framework yields a true verdict for
them, and at least one refinement was necessary.
Hypothesis 3 indicates the expectation that independent of the used
property in a verification task the multi-path refinement strategy is able
to outperform the single-path strategy in terms of use analysis CPU
time. From the box plots in Figure 4.4 we can already see that this is not
the case. Obviously, there are properties for that the hypothesis holds,
most prominent the properties LDV_106_1a and LDV_132_1a. For most
properties there is no significant speedup or slow-down for large parts
of the verification tasks; only outliers exist. Noticeable is the slow-down
for the properties LDV_08_1a, LDV_32_1a and LDV_43_1a. Verification
tasks consisting of a kernel module and one of these properties can
overall be solved faster by the single-path refinement strategy. Note that
due to a bug in the property LDV_118_1a there were only false verdicts,
hence, we omit this property for the further presentation. Note further,
that property LDV_129_1a is only relevant with a true verdict for six
kernel modules, which is too less to give any qualified insights for this
property.
Due to the fact that there is no significant change in terms of analysis
CPU time for many of the properties, we restrict our presentation to
those with considerable changes. We are particularly interested in
reasons for the shifts in consumed analysis CPU time.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of speedups per property. Data points left of the vertical bar
indicate that the single-path strategy used less CPU time than the multi-path strategy
for the analysis; the opposite holds for data points right of the vertical bar. Note that a
speedup of 1 in the figure is a speedup of 100 %, that is, execution time of the faster
configuration is only half of the time the slower configuration takes.

Slowdowns As an example for the slowdown we take the results
achieved with property LDV_32_1a. We provide a scatter plot showing
the performance shifts in terms of analysis CPU times in Figure 4.5.
Again, on the abscissa we see the single-path refinement strategy’s
values and on the ordinate axis the values of the multi-path refinement
strategy.
We can clearly see that only few data points are in the lower right
triangle, that is, data points for which the multi-path strategy consumes
less analysis CPU time. A large portion of the data points is clustered
near the origin of the axes. They represent verification tasks where
both the single-path and the multi-path strategy can solve the task by
only one refinement step. Hence, we cannot expect large speedups in
either direction. The remaining data points indicate a faster single-path
strategy.
Speedups For other properties we can determine speedups from Figure 4.4, most notably for the properties LDV_132_1a and LDV_106_1a.
Detailed scatter plots showing the performance shifts in terms of analysis CPU times are provided; for the property LDV_106_1a in Figure 4.6
and for property LDV_132_1a in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.5. Analysis CPU time comparison for property LDV_32_1a

For property LDV_106_1a we encounter a slowdown for only one
out of 163 tasks (that is 0.613 %). All other verification tasks result in a
speedup with an average value of 1.99 and a median of 1.83. The best
achieved speedup is 5.18.
The reason for these speedups lies again in the number of necessary
refinements. The single-path strategy in sum takes 1 211 refinements,
while 180 refinements are sufficient for all tasks with the multi-path
strategy. The median number of refinements necessary for a verification
task is 7 for the single-path strategy and 1 for the multi-path strategy.
At most, the single-path strategy needs 40 refinement steps for one
verification task, while the maximum number of refinement steps for
one verification task taken by the multi-path strategy is only 3.
For property LDV_132_1a we encounter a slowdown for 31 of 152
tasks (that is 20.4 %). The other verification tasks result in a speedup
with an average value of 1.52 and a median of 1.11. The best achieved
speedup is 15.3.
Again, the speedups are caused by the smaller number of refinements.
The single-path strategy takes a total of 567 refinements, while 171 refinements are suffcient for all tasks with the multi-path strategy. While
the median number (2 for single-path, 1 for multi-path) does not differ
too much, the single-path strategy causes at most 45 refinements for
one verification task, while at most 3 refinements for one verification
task are sufficient for the multi-path strategy.
In both cases, due to the smaller number of necessary refinements,
time can be saved during precision adjustment as well as during the reexploration of the state space after a refinement. Notwithstanding, such
effects can only be used if a larger number of refinements is necessary,
as we have seen, for example, for the property LDV_32_1a. It can be
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Figure 4.6. Analysis CPU time comparison for property LDV_106_1a
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Figure 4.7. Analysis CPU time comparison for property LDV_132_1a

seen that the influence of the multi-path strategy largely depends on
the used property.
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Summary (Hypothesis 3): Whether a speedup can be achieved de-

pends strongly on the property. A property that causes only one
refinement for most of the tasks does not allow the multi-path refinement strategy to benefit from its information plus. For properties that cause larger numbers of refinements with the single-path
strategy, the multi-path strategy can profit from its information plus.
Although, for some properties the multi-path strategy is faster, it
cannot outperform the single-path strategy in all cases. In conclusion, we reject Hypothesis 3.
4.6.3. Incorporating Domain Knowledge
We have discussed the efficiency and effectiveness increases as well as
the influence of the verification tasks on the analyses performance in
the previous sections. In this section, we will focus on the influence of
domain knowledge.
To get further insights, we use a multi-property approach again with
all 14 properties combined with the 128 Linux kernel modules for that
at least one refinement is necessary and the verification verdict is true.
We formulated the expectation in Hypothesis 4 that by preferring target
states with a smaller state level we can save refinements compared to
preferring target states with a larger state level. Reason is that we expect
the removal of more paths to target states by preferring short paths. In
our presentation we also give the number of refinements caused by the
single-path refinement strategy as well as by the multi-path refinement
strategy for comparison reasons.
Because we know that we can safe most refinement steps by always
combining all available information into a refinement, which is done
by the multi-path strategy, we expect this strategy to perform best. All
considered operator configurations where we sort the target states using
an appropriate ranking operator do combine the precision of two to
eight provident refinements. We present the number of refinements for
each operator configuration in Figure 4.8.
Looking at the numbers, note that incidentally the median number
of refinements is always the maximum of the third quartile, that is, the
right border of the box. Furthermore, we notice that the overall number
of refinements is quite small and most of the verification tasks can be
solved with at most five refinements even for the single-path refinement
strategy. Nonetheless, it is possible to save refinements when preferring
target states with a smaller state level.
Summary (Hypothesis 4): Preferring target states with a smaller state

level over such with a larger state level saves at least a few refinements. However, the overall number of refinements is not very large
for most of the verification tasks, thus we cannot expect large savings in terms of refinement steps. Nevertheless, in conclusion, we
accept Hypothesis 4.
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4.7. Discussion
Our work studied different perspectives of the performance behaviour
of a multi-path refinement strategy. We were especially interested
whether we can benefit from our multi-path strategy when verifying a
real-work software system. For that we used 250 Linux kernel modules
and 14 safety properties that were also used in previous work [ABM+ 16].
The results show a differentiated picture. We accepted both Hypotheses 1 and 2, which gave us an insight on the effectiveness and
efficiency of our multi-path refinement strategy compared to a singlepath strategy. Multi-path refinement increases efficiency in terms of
analysis CPU time with an average speedup of 1.71 and a median speedup of 1.47. In terms of effectiveness we can say that our multi-path
strategy strictly performs better than the single-path strategy. Thus,
we can given an answer to Research Question 1: there is a multi-path
refinement strategy that performs better than a single-path strategy.
The multi-path strategy consists of an identity ranker and an all-join of
the precisions that are found during the provident refinement steps.
We rejected Hypothesis 3 because our multi-path strategy did not
outperform the single-path strategy for all properties. This leads to the
result that the characteristics of the verification task has a considerable
impact on the performance of the analysis, which answers Research
Question 2.
Furthermore, we investigated in the influence of domain knowledge.
We accept Hypothesis 4, although we notice that our case study does
not provide tasks that cause a large number of refinements. It leads
to the result that we can answer Research Question 3: incorporating
domain knowledge in the analysis can pay off and save refinements.
Our results give a promising insight that extending refinement procedures to use the information of more than one counterexample path
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during a refinement can lead to a improvement. We evaluated our
approach using Linux kernel modules, a real-world software system,
which makes our claims independent from artificial benchmark sets
that where only constructed to show the alleged effects.
4.8. Threats to Validity
We are aware that no matter how careful one designs an empirical study
there always are circumstances that can invalidate the study’s results.
We face these threats and name countermeasures in this section.
4.8.1. Internal Validity
Since our analysis is based on predicate abstraction and uses a SMT
solver for handling the predicates the choice of this solver influences the
results. For our experiments we only use the MathSAT 5 SMT solver to
make our results comparable. Nevertheless, we cannot obviate that the
results differ significantly when using another SMT solver. Likewise
does the JVM and its JIT influence the results. We try to minimise
those effects by our benchmark setup; for example, we let the JVM
pre-compile all code to minimise such influences.
Moreover, we are not able to change characteristics of our verification tasks. Control-flow and data dependences or the structure of the
kernel modules and the properties cannot be changed for the selected
case study, even if they cause variables that should be controlled or
considered independently.
4.8.2. External Validity
Generalising the results of our study is difficult due to the choice of our
subject systems. We only use a small set of Linux kernel modules, which
were selected randomly from the available modules of Linux 4.0-rc1.
Hence, we can only make claims for this set of kernel modules. It is likely,
that similar results can be achieved also for a wider selection of Linux
kernel modules because they have similar structures. Nonetheless, it is
impossible to claim this without further evaluation, which is not part
of the scope of this work.
The results, however, are definitely not generalisable to other tasks.
Furthermore, the properties used by us are specific to the Linux
kernel. They model expected behaviour of the kernel modules, which
is very specific and would not be expected in other software systems.
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We give an overview over work that is related to ours in this chapter.
5.1. Related Approaches
Closest to our work is the work of Beyer, Löwe, and Wendler on refinement selection [BLW15b]. For a path they do more than one interpolation query and then select their refinement based on heuristics. Such
heuristics are, for example, that they prefer normal program variables
over loop counters. In contrast to our work they only focus on heuristics
to select refinements for only one error path and base their implementation on a standard CEGAR algorithm. Furthermore, we do not rely on
the principle of lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02] but do a restart after each
refinement, which is not done for refinement selection.
Lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02] is a key concept for many software modelchecking tools. The technique is implemented in tools like, for example,
Blast [HJM+ 02; HJM+ 03], which is also based on CEGAR and predicate
abstraction. The idea is to stop the state-space exploration once an error
location is found and immediately do a refinement; the exploration is
continued after the successful refinement. This leads to early removal
of spurious counterexamples and has been successfully used in practice.
In contrast, our framework does not stop state-space exploration as soon
as an error location is reached but always explores the full reachable
state space.
Impact [McM06] is an algorithm that is also CEGAR-based. It creates
an unwinding of the CFA where abstract states are labeled with formulæ over the program variables. It never computes abstractions and
initializes all new abstract states to true. This is similar to our framework—and to predicate-abstraction algorithms in general—while the
precision is still empty [Wen17]. The Impact algorithm does also use
interpolants for refining but it is based on lazy abstraction, which differs
from our framework.
IC3 [Bra11] is an algorithm for model-checking finite-state systems.
It is also known as property-directed reachability (PDR) [EMB11]. The
algorithm produces inductive invariants until they are strong enough
to prove safety of the program. It achieves this by incremental clause
learning, where new clauses are inductive with respect to the previously
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learned clauses. These clauses are derived from counterexamples. PDR
can be understood as a different strategy for discovering predicates
during refinement, whereas we use Craig interpolation. The IC3 algorithm can be extended to infinite-state systems by CTIGAR [BBW14],
which is an SMT-based IC3 algorithm incorporating CEGAR. A tool
implementing this CTIGAR approach for software model checking is,
for example, the Vienna Verification Tool [GLW16].
An automaton-based approach on model checking is presented in
the work of Heizmann, Hoenicke, and Podelski [HHP09]. A program
is considered a set of traces, which are words over the alphabet of the
CFA. Starting with the CFA as initial abstraction they construct further
abstractions in a CEGAR-style refinement loop [HCD+ 17]. The infeasibility of a trace is iteratively proven by interpolation and represented
by Hoare triplets [Hoa69]. From an infeasible trace a interpolant automaton is created that does not only accept the given error trace but
many other infeasible traces, too. The program is correct, if the Hoare
triplets are valid for every control flow trace [HHP13]. This approach
is implemented in the tool Ultimate Automizer [HCD+ 13; HDG+ 16;
HCD+ 17]. Common with our technique is that the approach does not
perform lazy abstraction but explores the full state space. In contrast
to them, our approach is not centred on abstract traces but on abstract
states. Nevertheless, similarities are in the fact that we treat the precision gained from the interpolants as independent from states, which is
achieved by the interpolant automata in their work.
5.2. Types of Model Checking
Model Checking dates back to the 1970’s beginning with the concept
of concrete enumerative model checking. The core idea is to traverse a
graph of program states and transitions where each program state is
represented exactly. Manipulations are done on individual states, as
opposed to symbolic model checking, which manipulates sets of states.
The technique grew out of testing and simulation [Sun78; STE+ 82].
Execution-based model checking is a special case of the enumerative principle. It uses the runtime systems of programming language
runtimes for an enumerative state space exploration. Tools like Verisoft [God97] or JavaPathFinder [VHB+ 03] implement this approach.
In contrast to the enumerative concepts, symbolic model checking
represents the program as sets of states. Bounded Model Checking (BMC)
unrolls the control-flow graph for a fixed number of steps and checks
reachability of error locations within this number of steps [BCC+ 99]. It is
also related to symbolic execution [Kin76]. Well-known bounded model
checking tools are, for example, CBMC [CKY03] or Calysto [BH08].
Several approaches were proposed for unbounding. One such approach is called 𝑘-induction [SSS00; MRS03], which uses inductive
invariants. It is, for example, implemented in CPAchecker [BDW15].
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Furthermore, invariant generation, incremental bounded model checking, and incremental 𝑘-induction have been combined, for example, in
the tool 2LS [SK16].
Further techniques use abstract models for infinite state programs.
They use a reachability analysis on different abstract domains to capture
only necessary information [CC77]. In order to iteratively increment
the captured information, algorithms like CEGAR [CGJ+ 00; CGJ+ 03]
have been proposed. Such approaches are implemented, for example, in
tools like Slam [BR02], Blast [HJM+ 02; HJM+ 03], or CPAchecker [BK11].
The latter two extend the CEGAR approach further by using lazy abstraction [HJM+ 02].
5.3. Benchmarks
Unfortunately, many authors do not provide empirical studies or at
least some benchmark results on the success of their approaches.
An established benchmark set is provided by the International Competition on Software Verification (SV-COMP) [Bey17]. It provides more
than 8 900 verification tasks consisting of a C program and a property
modelling reachability, memory safety, or termination. Regrettably,
many of those tasks are artificially created and not derived from realworld software systems. There is, however, a category of Linux kernel
modules and programs from the BusyBox suite1 . The competition does
not perform extensive empirical studies but introduces a custom score
schema, where a value gets assigned to correct and incorrect verifier verdicts, which will then be accumulated to a resulting score—achieving
the highest score is considered to be best.
An extensive evaluation using a large corpus of verification tasks derived from a real-world software system is used by Apel et. al. [ABM+ 16].
They use 4 336 Linux kernel modules, from which we use the presented
subset of 250 modules, and provide 14 safety properties, which we also
use.

1

BusyBox is a collection of many common UNIX utilities into a small executable. They
are especially optimised for small and embedded systems. See busybox.net for
more details.
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Let us conclude this work with a summary and a prospect on possible
future work and research ideas.
6.1. Summary
We presented a novel approach and framework for provident abstraction refinements. Our framework extends traditional CEGAR-based
approaches and allows us to incorporate information about the precision gained from the provident refinement step in the selection of
an executed refinement. With this information we are able to delay,
estimate, combine, and rank the possible refinements.
After introducing the approach and formally define it, we conducted
an empirical study to get insights whether the approach is promising.
Thereto, we implemented our approach in a fork of the open source
model-checking framework CPAchecker. Our study is based on 250
modules from the Linux kernel together with 14 safety properties that
model correct behaviour of the kernel modules.
The results are promising and we were able to show that the multipath refinement approach is beneficial for efficiency as well as effectiveness in terms of analysis CPU time. Especially in cases where a
single-path refinement strategy causes large numbers of refinements,
the multi-path refinement strategy can be beneficial. This is due to the
fact that we incorporate the information of many possible refinements
and combine it, such that there is no need to execute them one after
another. This is possible because the calculation of the new precision
information is extremely cheap compared to exploring the abstract state
space or adjusting the precision of the states.
We concluded our presentation with a discussion of threats that
challenge the validity of our study and gave an overview over related
work.
6.2. Future Work
Solving a research problem almost always leads to new problems and
further open questions. In this final section of the thesis, we want to
discuss a few such questions that arose during the work on the thesis.
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We leave them as future work because they would blast the scope of
this work.
We already stated in the discussion of Research Question 3 that our
case study did not provide tasks causing large numbers of refinements.
Likewise is the number of 250 kernel modules, which were selected
randomly from a larger pool of kernel modules, quite small. Hence,
extending the evaluation to a larger set of verification tasks is a natural
first idea. Although the previous work from which we took the kernel
modules [ABM+ 16] provides such a larger set of verification tasks,
namely 4 336 Linux kernel modules, we decided to omit them due
to time reasons. Furthermore, incorporating other case studies, such as
programs from the BusyBox tool suite is an idea to gain further insights
on the behaviour of our framework and make more general claims.
Model checking frameworks can also be used for test-case generation [HMR04; VPK04]. Using a CEGAR-based model checking framework together with a multi-goal analysis improves the performance of
such an approach [BLB+ 15]. Our approach fits perfect into this concept
because of our focus on multiple paths through the ARG. Thus, it would
be interesting to combine the concepts of CPA/tiger [BHT+ 13; BLB+ 15]
with our refinement framework.
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